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Aim of the Scheme:

The “252 Challenge” award scheme introduces an optional challenge for High Elm Archers in addition 
to the normal classification, handicap improvements and fun shoots. The award scheme is intended to
be a club event which recognises individual archers’ improvements in accuracy. “252 Challenge” 
rounds will be shot as a club event on a regular basis (monthly) during the outdoor season and will 
also introduce novice archers to shooting under competition rules and conditions. 

 The “252 Challenge” award is achieved by scoring 252 in 3 dozen arrows at the selected yardage 
(see rule 9) and shot under normal competition conditions. The score of 252 is the equivalent of 
scoring an average of 7 with every arrow.

The award scheme is open to all HEA members and the rounds are shot as a fun round, i.e. they do 
not count towards handicaps or classifications.

Rules:
1. GNAS Rules of shooting apply.
2. Target is a 122cm face.
3. Imperial 5 zone scoring (Gold = 9, Red = 7, Blue = 5, Black = 3, White = 1).
4. Each archer is allowed 6 sighters followed by a dedicated round of 3 dozen arrows at the 

selected distance.
5. The challenge is open to all archers of all abilities and all bow types, alternative scores apply 

for other bow types (see rule variant for bow type below).
6. Scores must be recorded on the “252 Challenge” score sheets which must be signed by the 

archer and counter signed by the scorer.
7. Score sheets must be handed into the records officer for verification.

Note: 252 challenge rounds should not be recorded on the regular club score sheet.
8. Only scores made at HEA “252 Challenge” events will count towards the achievement award.
9. Distances for which rewards are available are:

 Juniors - 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 80 and 100 yards
 Seniors - 30, 40, 50, 60, 80 and 100 yards

10. Badges must be claimed in sequence.
11. Only one attempt at one distance is allowed per event.

Rule variant for bow type:
To allow the round to be shot by members using different bow types the score required for each 
bow type is varied to reflect the difficulty of achieving the total of 252, as follows:

Distance Recurve
Score

Compound
Score

Longbow
Score

Barebow
Score

20 252 280 164 189

30 252 280 164 189

40 252 280 164 189

50 252 280 164 189

60 252 280 164 189

80 252 280 126 164

100 252 280 101 139
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Awards: 

Archers achieving the “252 Challenge” may claim a quiver badge showing the “252” and distance 
achieved or a small fee (£3.00) as follows:

Distance
Badge
Colour

20 yards white
30 yards black
40 yards blue
50 yards red
60 yards yellow
80 yards green
100 yards special

Sample “252” Challenge Score Sheet:

High Elm Archers
“252 Challenge” Score Sheet

NOTE: Scores should be recorded using Imperial 5 zone (Gold = 9, Red = 7, Blue = 5, Black = 3, White = 1) scoring

Name: Distance: Date:

End 
Total

End
Total

Doz Hits Golds R/T

Totals

Signed (Archer):

____________________________________________

Signed (Scorer):

____________________________________________

Please hand completed score sheets to the records officer.
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